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Occult and Ritual Significance of 911;
Review of Sources
By the Webfairy (http://thewebfairy.com/)
Prelude by sender: The fire bombings of Dresden and Tokyo were
Mass Immolations to Jahweh (Loki- God of deception and
destructive fire). Alamagordo detonation was The Destruction
of Primordial Matter. The Kennedy Assassination was the Death
of the King. The WTC "offering" from a ritual magic viewpoint
is doubtless just another step toward their "One world under
Demiurgos with a watchful Eye for all”. This must be nearing
the conclusion of some sort of projected "Return" event, as
predicted in their manipulative sacrificial mythology, leading
to a completely centralized global plantation state.
Webfairy’s Review:
The site http://www.odeion.org , is information of interest to
the same secret societies who find occult significance in
numbers and astronomical events, just like the significances
that keep turning up in conjunction with 911.
http://www.stargods.org/GW_ActOfMagick.htm Act of Magick
Richard Hoagland states in his "Who's The Enemy: -- The "End
of Days" Begun?" article on the WTC 911 attack, it was an act
of "magic" via ritual alignments, clearly with occult
ceremonial, gematria, and numerological ritual "alignments"
and signatures. This by definition would then mean that it was
an act of mass ritual sacrifice, pure and simple, as Hoagland
affirms with his statement of it being an act of "magic" see
his article here
http://www.enterprisemission.com/tower2.htm
Here is just one quote from that lengthy analysis - "On the
surface, United Flight 175, other than having 65 people on
board (6+5=11), didn't seem to fit this numerological pattern
(1+7+5=13). But, as we have seen, since all the previous
flights contained deep symbolic significance (obviously now,
carefully planned by the Assassins for their maximum magical
effect), we intuitively felt that '175' somehow had to share
in this common crucial pattern.
It was into this precise hyperspatial window that the modern
Assassins methodically drove their aircraft- attempting with
military precision (as we have seen) to use the horror and
revulsion
of
the
literally
billions
watching
live
on
television to effect a direct change in the consciousness of
humanity around the world directly assisted by the Physics.”
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Remember what Mustaf al-Amin said about the Assassins: they
take pleasure in stealing the gnosis (life force) from their
victims. In other words, they use conscious application via
these
critical
celestial
alignments
of
a
practical
Hyperdimensional Magic literally thousands of years old. We
have always held that the alignment patterns are, at their
core, Hyper-dimensional-- inextricably linked to the ruins at
Cydonia as a shadowy reflection of a higher knowledge of arts,
sciences and physics that we (as humans!) once commanded, of
the Magic that we once wielded. But we have not been entirely
positive in some instances whether the planning, or the
incident comes first. While we did not yet know if the current
occupants of the White House are as up on all aspects of this
magical symbolism, we are unquestionably sure that the
previous occupants were."
If you want further proof, beyond what Hoagland presents, of
the occult, magickal symbolisms, gematria, and Illuminati
signature behind this mass ritual sacrifice of over 3,000
innocent victims to the Gods of Egypt or Orion, Sirius, or
Masonry, or Luciferianism, then you can reference these links
for further analysis and proof:
http://www.mt.net/~watcher/new.html
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/911/Robert.htm
This last link, unfortunately, contains only a third of the
original information detailing the extensive and overwhelming
amount of occult ritual gematria astrocartographical and
Illuminati
signature
strewn
throughout
the
WTC
attack
sequence, timing, symbolisms, and locations. It is also
unfortunate that both the original website, HARD TRUTH WAKE UP
AMERICA, and it's February 2002 back up website as once
archived on:
http://www.archive.org is also strangely "absent" from the
web. HARD TRUTH is planning a return to the web in coming
months. This is so obvious to see, especially to those of us
experienced with ritual magick. This is how it is done. This
is how ritual works, using the correspondences, the gematria,
numerology, symbols, timing, etc. It's something that our
Masonic Illuminati ran government intelligence agencies do all
the freaking time as demonstrated in this link:
http://therev.topcities.com/tableofcoinc/tableofcoinc.htm
Even Presidential Inauguration is a ritual alignment act by
these obsessive ritualists, with access to this knowledge from
NASA level intelligence and planning, if you can find
Hoagland's Millennium article on that. Bush is a Skull and
Bones member, another Luciferian organization; Luciferians
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sacrifice their own members, as well as those outside the
group. Bush has a lot of "skeletons" in his closet:
http://www.bk2k.com/bushbodycount/bodies8.html
http://www.bushwatch.net
http://www.bushnews.com/
http://www.hermes-press.com/nonews.htm
As for what 911 was really about, why not download a FREE
MOVIE about it, and learn what is really going on with this
Reichstag fire of Bushes: Go here for a free view of the
entire 911 Road To Tyranny Video and learn the FACTS:
http://stargods.org/
Let's not be ignorant of the truth of who and what intent is
behind 911 WTC attacks. If you carefully review the video, and
the links given, it's so obvious that it was an intelligence
operation in which high-level government officials HAD to
complicit with. It's really, as Dr. Horowitz pointed out so
well, The Fourth Reich Rising:
http://stargods.org/Fourth_Reich.htm
Don't forget, Bush’s Granddaddy Prescott Bush was busted by
the U.S. Government for funding the Nazi's with millions in
loans during WWII, and stopped.
http://serendipity.magnet.ch/wtc.html
More on the nazi connections. The Towers Attack Was Even ON an
RAP ALBUM called the "COUP" four months before September here
is the album cover, and COUP definition fits EXACTLY what it
was, preplanned by our own intelligence ops...
http://www.light1998.com/wtc/wtc.htm
Look at that! Coincidence - no way - even a little red commie
star in the upper right corner, the exact depiction of the
towers exploding, and the perfect defining word for this
"brilliant" strategy or "COUP". Bush is an innocent as a rogue
Catholic Priest playing pedophile with the little boys, when
it comes to foreknowledge or, at the very least, after the
fact knowledge of the truth of WTC 911 acts. Oh, if that's not
enough "coincidence" for you, which is actual proof that these
"illumined ones" are tapping into demonic or extraterrestrial
negativity or "intelligence" then view this bottom half of the
page at this link
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http://www.clydelewis.com/dis/gz666/gz666.htm

There it is, right there on a $20 dollar bill, a little movie
or pictograph, just fold it like so, and there's the WTC
towers burning up, do it again, and there's the Pentagon on
fire, and once more and there's OSAMA C.I.A. agent provocateur
and fall guy. Anyone who thinks Bush was, or is not, unaware
of the treasonous elements of complicity within our own
government in these attacks is simply ignorant of the many
facts surrounding the foreknowledge of our government of these
events, it's overwhelming magickal and occult illuminati
signature, following the same old NASA ritual alignment
patterns Richard Hoagland points out so well in his many
articles. The difference here is, it was a mass ritual
sacrifice of human lives, burning to the fires, the smoke
heaving up to the STAR GODZ of these ancient Egyptian secret
societies, or Masons and such...... it's quite plain, and
quite simple to see the evidence, it's all here in the links.
The question is, understanding magick works (read up on Dr.
Jack Parson's NASA Rocket scientist BABALON WORKING and
Enochian involvements with Ron L. Hubbard, his black magician
scribe and founder of the Church of Scientology
http://www.clambake.org/archive/books/apobs/bs2-6.htm
http://www.mt.net/~watcher/bluey3.html
Since such a massive sacrifice of so many innocents was
performed in front of the world on T.V., what magickal childe
will this most insidious seed produce? What fruit will bear
forth from this blood ritual and blackest of magick fueled
with sacrificial rites? Well, much of it is right here
http://www.hermes-press.com/nonews.htm
The loss of our freedoms, the coming economic woes and
possible depression, World War 111, and all other kinds of
evil goodies the "illumined ones" have been planning for
centuries, and there "overlord" negative entity contacts that
they gain "intelligence" and guidance from. God gave some of
us common sense to see this, to expose them. I hope the wise
ones here spread the word, and help Wake Up America. Peace out
ya'll Sam Johnson
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